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Unleash Your Child's Creativity and Strengthen Their Motor Skills with Origami! Are you looking to engage your children with a fun,
but educational activity? Do you want to reduce their screen time, and activate their creative thinking? Do you want to avoid
spending a lot of money on overpriced children's toys? Experts agree that children today spend far too much time using mobile
technology, which can seriously affect their mental and physical health. Children are born surrounded by technology, which they
usually find incredibly entertaining, so it can be challenging to interest them in something else. While children cannot and should
not completely avoid technology, it is up to parents to maintain a healthy balance. Origami is a fun and educational paper-folding
technique that ignites the creative spark, develops hand-eye coordination and improves memory, attention, and concentration. It
can be learned at any age and is one of the cheapest "toys" out there. All your kids will need is paper and their imagination. Soon
they will be able to create numerous toys and decorations, and improve their many skills one fold at the time! Here's what you get
with this book: A bunch of origami models, from animals to learning game components, and everything in between A step-by-step
guide on how to create each model Visual instructions with pictures for each step of creating a model A guide on using different
colored paper to create intricate designs Models for beginners and advanced Origami masters And much more! Studies show that
creating something with their hands can be incredibly beneficial for children's mental health. Creating something and receiving
praise for it boosts their confidence, and sparks their interests for trying new things. There's nothing wrong with letting your child
play games on your phone, tablet, or laptop. But every now and then, it's good for them to try out new things, away from the
screens. Technology provides them with a finished product - a game, a cartoon, a movie... but real creativity happens when kids
have to create something using only their hands and minds. Try this old Japanese technique, and watch your child's dexterity and
creativity flourish! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
Fun with Paper Folding and OrigamiCourier Corporation
Make colorful and fun paper craft projects with this easy origami ebook. Fun & Easy Origami is perfect for people of any age
including the beginner paper folder or for those more advanced looking to expand their repertoire. This delightful paper craft ebook
makes origami simple and includes a variety of animals and toys; from a flying fish, dragon puppet and birthday card to a
dollhouse bed, coin trick and jump-up insect. Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your friends, to beautify your home̶or as a
wonderful gift for origami lovers. All of the folds are simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a great way to learn
origami. The origami ebook contains: 2 full-colored, 32-page booklets Clear step-by-step instructions Easy-to-follow diagrams 29
simple origami projects Fun & Easy Origami provides you this stunning collection of origami projects that will have you creating
origami masterpieces in no time! Origami projects include: Wind Toy Treasure Box Dragon Puppet Coin Trick UFO And many
more…
Make simple and fun origami insects with this easy paper craft ebook. Ants, dragonflies, tarantulas are just a few of the creepy,
crawly creatures you can create with this friendly origami ebook. World renowned origami artist Michael LaFosse introduces this
paper craft ebook that kids and paper folders of all ages will love̶turning brightly colored sheets of origami paper into 20 different
insects and arachnids. Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your friends, to decorate your room̶or as a wonderful gift for
insects lovers. All of the folds are simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a great way to learn origami. The origami
paper already has printed patterns so no paint or glue is required, just unpack and start folding right away! This origami ebook
contains: 2 full-colored, 32-page booklets Clear step-by-step instructions Easy-to-follow diagrams 20 simple origami insect projects
98 sheets of origami folding paper A variety of different colors and patterns Origami Bugs provides you this stunning collection of
origami projects that will have you folding your own insect zoo in no time! Origami projects include: Butterfly Caterpillar Firefly
Grasshopper Ant And many more…
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Farm Animals. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can
make a pink pig, a cute sheep's face, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun. Each project includes colorful
photos and step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is
an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Paper-Folding Fun for the Whole Family!: This Easy Origami Book is Great for Both Kids and Adults
Fun & Easy Origami
Origami Zoo Animals: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
Bible Origami
Origami Book for Beginners
Fun and Easy Origami Animals
Origami Farm Animals: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects

Hearts, flowers, and fans - butterflies, boats, and bunnies - it's all possible with toilet paper! With little effort, a roll of toilet
paper can be transformed into a delightful focal point using the charming, elegant, and whimsical designs in this collection.
Toilet Paper Origami is perfect for hotels, Bed & Breakfasts, cruise ships, and creative housekeepers. Toilet Paper
Origami is fun for crafters of all ages. Illustrated with more than 300 photographs, step-by-step instructions teach 29 easy
yet eye-catching folds and embellishments for styling the end of a toilet paper roll. Discover how simple it can be to make
a memorable decoration from a bathroom essential.
Make traditional, simple, and fun papercraft models with this easy origami book! The ancient art of origami originated in
Japan, where it is steeped in traditional values. The models presented in this series include many with strong symbolic
meanings, such as the carp, the frog, and the crane, which symbolize longevity, good luck, and perseverance. There is a
more playful side to origami as well: the stylized paper sumo wrestler with realistic moves has entertained Japanese
children for centuries, and the paper samurai hat is a favorite of kids. This book contains 16 fun and unique origami
models for you to get started on an exciting origami journey! In addition, you'll discover: Classic and contemporary
models―Try your hand at recognizable models like heart and sailboat, as well as original designs like ninja star and
samurai helmet. Tips and techniques―Pay attention to tips that help you select the right paper, work through tough steps,
and add your own creative twist. Symbol glossary―Find a comprehensive guide to standard origami symbols, as well as
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helpful info on how to read origami diagrams. And much, much more! Origami is an ideal activity for children since paper
folding develops dexterity and creativity. Origami is also a craft based on a few fundamental 3D folding techniques. This
book is a useful starting point for fans of all ages and abilities. Although this book is aimed at origami beginners, it contains
projects suitable for origami fans of all ages and abilities and is the perfect book for all those who enjoy making things with
their hands!
Fold and play fun origami games with this easy origami book for children. Origami Games is a unique twist on the
traditional origami paper craft book. It contains clear and easy illustrated instructions for creating whimsical origami game
pieces. At its heart, it offers suggestions on how to use origami to play both fun, competitive, and cooperative games,
building individual skills and teamwork. A perfect origami-for-kids book it also encourages folders to come up with and
document their own customized games using a template provided in the back of the book, making it a great way to learn
origami. There's even a section for parents and teachers that discusses the educational and developmental benefits of
origami, along with suggested classroom activities. Expert paper folder Joel Stern has carefully prepare these playful
models and stimiulating games to appeal to children's natural desire to build things and play with them. By using models
made from regular letter size (8 1/2 x 11-inch) paper, Origami Games gets paper folders started quickly and easily. The
large color photos and a easy origami instructions makes learning the folds a breeze. This origami book contains: 89
page, full-color book 22 original origami games 21 foldable origami game pieces Clear, step-by-step instruction Tips and
guide to using origami in the classroom You'll soon find that making the origami components of the games is just as fun as
playing the games themselves! Origami games include: Balancing Act Basket Bombs Flying Saucer Froggie Olympics
Relay Rings Slay The Dragon Bowl 'Em Over And many more…
Make simple and fun origami insects with this easy paper craft ebook. Ants, dragonflies, tarantulas are just a few of the
creepy, crawly creatures you can create with this friendly origami ebook. World renowned origami artist Michael LaFosse
introduces this paper craft ebook that kids and paper folders of all ages will love—turning brightly colored sheets of
origami paper into 20 different insects and arachnids. Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your friends, to decorate your
room—or as a wonderful gift for insects lovers. All of the folds are simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a
great way to learn origami. This origami ebook contains: 2 full-colored, 32-page booklets Clear step-by-step instructions
Easy-to-follow diagrams 20 simple origami insect projects Origami Bugs provides you this stunning collection of origami
projects that will have you folding your own insect zoo in no time! Origami projects include: Butterfly Caterpillar Firefly
Grasshopper Ant And many more…
Turn sheets of paper into exciting 3D flowers, animals and accessories—no previous origami experience necessary!
Origami, the Japanese art of folding paper, is not just a great craft activity—it's an exciting way to expand your
imagination. Children will have many hours of fun folding the easy origami projects in this book and learning about the
surprising art of paper folding. This origami book for kids has been revised and reformatted; geared specifically to 8-12
year olds, it is an introduction to Japanese culture and crafts. With full-color photos, step-by-step instructions, and 8 sheets
of downloadable origami paper, beginning folders can master the straightforward designs. The 19 origami projects include:
Lotus Flower Japanese Fan Chopstick Wrapper Dollar-Bill Dragon Chinese Zodiac Traditional Crane Japanese Daruma
Doll And many more… Learning how to fold two-dimensional paper squares into three-dimensional objects is not only fun,
but helps develop hand-eye coordination and spatial skills by engaging a child's whole brain. Each paper model explores
an important aspects of Asian culture—creating an appreciation and awareness of cultural differences in children.
32 Projects and 24 Sheets of Origami Paper
Origami Dinosaurs: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
17 Easy-to-Do Projects and 24 Sheets of Origami Paper
Origami for Ages 4 and Up
Origami Games
Origami Pets: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
Origami Arts and Crafts
A flock of many different birds is ready to be assembled in this makerspace title. Origami
outlines ensure that young crafters will not have to Òwing itÓ when it comes to making paper
birds. Along with the clear folding instructions are bonus bird facts that just might turn kids
into birders!
Kawaii Origami book and paper pack has everything you need to make your very own Kawaii origami
creations—from an origami ice cream cone to an origami cactus! Jump right in and start folding
your way to cute with 50 sheets of adorable origami paper and 25 Kawaii-style origami projects
with step-by-step instructions from the creator of the popular website Paper Kawaii, Chrissy
Pushkin. After a tutorial on basic folds, use the included origami paper to create these
adorable, easy-to-follow projects: Masu Box, Lucky Stars, Kawaii Envelopes, Water Balloon, Tea
Bag, Tea Bag Envelopes, Love Knots, Dustpan & Scoop, Rectangular Masu Box, Cute Purse, Woven
Bracelet, Woven Bookmark, Cat & Dog Hearts, Cactus, Round Pot, Bento Box, Mini Trash Bin, Mini
Drawer, Stationery Boxes, Ice Cream, Sushi Roll Boxes, Nigiri Sushi Boxes, Flower Bowl, Star
Bowl, and Twinkle Star. With this instructional book and included papers, you will be creating
stunning and unique origami pieces like a pro in no time!
This value-packed collection of easy origami projects from master paper-folder Michael G.
LaFosse is perfect for paper folding beginners! Fun & Easy Origami Animals contains 19 beginner
origami models that everyone loves and anyone can fold--and it comes complete with 20 sheets of
high-quality origami papers. The book is fully illustrated in color and has simple, step-by-step
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instructions showing you how to fold each piece. This is the ideal guide for someone who wants
to explore the magic of origami for the first time--start turning two-dimensional paper into
lifelike three-dimensional objects in only a few minutes.Voila! This collection of adorable
paper animals includes the following models: Little Bird--the simplest of models! Chameleon--an
amazingly lifelike and cute lizard that is surprisingly easy to fold! Flapping Bird--the classic
"action model" that flaps its wings when you pull on its tail! Hummingbird--the most challenging
(and rewarding!) model in the book--an award-winning LaFosse design! And many more!
This easy origami book is perfect for kids or beginners looking to try their hand at paper
crafts! Perfect for the beginner. Featuring 50 simple origami designs, Origami Japanese Paper
Folding introduces a variety of simple paper craft projects, including: a cat a peacock a
giraffe a rabbit As well as other exciting creations, like: a spaceship a jet plane a motorboat
a treasure box Origami Japanese Paper Folding uses easy-to-follow illustrations and instructions
for each project. At the end of the book, there is also a section on practical applications for
your completed origami crafts. Author Florence Sakade is a well-known Origami practitioner and
designer of various books on Japan. After making your way through all the beginner origami
projects in Origami Japanese Paper Folding, you won't be a novice anymore!
Any child who can fold paper can do origami -- this book has 16 easy origami projects (some have
as few as 3 or 4 folds) to help. Seven types of folds are illustrated in easy, individual steps,
and all projects are fully visualized, step-by-step.
Accordion Folding
Toilet Paper Origami
Origami for Kids
25 Paper Folding Projects Reusing Everyday Materials: Includes Origami Book & Downloadable Video
Instructions
Trash Origami
This Easy Origami Book Contains 50 Fun Projects and Origami How-to Instructions: Great for Both
Kids and Adults
Origami Fun for Everyone! This Easy Origami Book Contains 20 Fun Projects, Origami How-to
Instructions and Downloadable Content

Befold! ̶ Combine the age‒old art of origami paper folding with the greatest stories from the Bible! Perfect for
children and young adults, this boxed paper craft kit contains everything beginner to advance paper folders will need to
create colorful paper figurines from famous Biblical stories and assemble them on origami background tableaus to help
retell the stories. Each Biblical tale is introduced, followed by an explanation of the significance of all the folded paper
figures in the story. The finished origami pieces can then be used to reenact these timeless stories, or to create inspiring
dioramas. These reenactments using origami paper figures and background help bring the sacred Bible stories alive for
your family, youth group or Sunday school class. This do-it-yourself paper craft kit contains: A full‒color 64-page
booklet Step-by-step folding instructions Easy-to-follow diagrams The Bible is not just a book. It is also a fountain, from
which springs forth great sprays of art music and literature. There has always been a tradition of presenting the Bible
visually. This fun origami kit for children will make scripture come to life! Origami projects include: The First Christmas
Easter Adam & Eve Noah's Ark The Tower of Babel Jacob's Ladder Jonah and the Whale
A complete introduction to origami paper folding for beginners at an unbeatable price! Easy Origami for Beginners is
the ideal beginner's introduction to the magic of origami. This value-packed collection shows you how to fold the 20
most popular origami models that everyone loves to make. It is fully illustrated in color with simple and clear step-bystep instructions for each model. Included are the following delightful projects: A Picture Frame ̶ a useful and
inexpensive way to display your favorite family photos A Mother Duck and Duckling ̶an adorable duck and duckling
pair that requires only one sheet of paper! A Hibiscus Blossom ̶ one of two "modular" designs in the book that use
several folded sheets to form a blossom that looks complicated (but isn't!) The Dart Glider ̶ a classic paper airplane
that's fun to fold, but even more fun to fly! An Inflatable Bunny Balloon ̶ the most challenging (and rewarding!) model
in the book…a puff of air makes it 3D! And many more! The clear, colorful instructions in this book make it easy to
create amazing paper models without any previous paper-folding experience. Perfect for adults or kids, and the ideal
gift for someone who would like to try their hand at the traditional Japanese art of origami!
Kids will have a blast creating their own paper-folding projects with Super Simple Origami. Using basic folds, kids will
learn how to fold their own dinosaurs, birds, and more. Easy-to-follow instructions accompanied by how-to photos keep
projects accessible for readers brand-new to origami. This fun and easy series is sure to appeal to young crafters
everywhere. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an imprint of
Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Pets. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they
can make a cute cat, a perky puppy, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun! Each project includes
colorful photos and step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Super Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Make Your Children Shockingly Excited with this Magical Origami Experience! Children can be restless, dynamic, social
or introverted, and you may be having trouble looking for ways to entertain them healthily. Now you have a chance to
take them away from the screens, and exploit their imagination! In this one of a kind children's book, you will get to
know Professor Foldini, the owner of the magic shop, and join his ventures. Along the way, you and your children will
learn how to create beautiful origami artworks, bond with your kid, and expand their imagination and creative mind! In
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this amazing origami book you will find: A fun, original story that kids would LOVE to hear again and again Easy, stepby-step instructions to create origami artworks, that kids can understand and follow 40 origami paper includes - no
need to purchase additional items 20 origami paper for coloring Various origami figures: dogs, cats, sheep, foxes, and
more! Perfect to create fun puppet shows with your kids! Up to four people can enjoy this book at once, everyone will
have a BLAST! And so much more! You wouldn't believe that a simple piece of paper could be so much fun, but you'll be
amazed to find how your kids would act when they see it.There is no other book like this one! What's included inside?
Easy Origami Kit Origami Papers Step-by-Step Instructions And an exciting story that will make your kids happy &
entertained! Are You Ready to See Your Kid's Reaction After Their First Origami Artwork? Scroll up, click on "Buy Now
with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy NOW!
Simple Paper Folding
Fun with Paper Folding and Origami
Easy Origami
Origami Japanese Paper Folding
Fun with Easy Origami
The Creative World of Paper Folding: Easy Origami Book with 36 Projects: Great for Kids or Adult Beginners
Kawaii Origami
Make simple and fun paper craft models with this easy origami book! World renowned origami author and expert Florence Temko brings
you Origami for Beginners, a her collection of her most simple and user-friendly designs. Experience the thrill of creating delightful origami
objects from a single sheet of paper. Develop your creativity. Enhance your dexterity. Origami for Beginners teaches you how to make over
forty simple-to-fold origami objects—from jumping mice to adorable kittens to beautiful Christmas ornaments and greeting cards. Origami
is an ideal activity for children since paper folding develops dexterity and creativity. Origami is also a craft based on a few fundamental 3D
folding techniques, so Origami for Beginners is a useful starting point for fans of all ages and abilities. Although this book is aimed at
origami beginners, it contains projects suitable for origami fans of all ages and abilities and is the perfect book for all those who enjoy
making things with their hands. This origami book contains: 32 page, full-color book 36 fun origami projects Step-by-step directions Colorful
diagrams and pictures Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your friends, to beautify your home—or as a wonderful gift for paper craft
lovers. All of the folds are simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a great way to learn origami. None of the projects require
paint or glue so just grab some origami paper and start folding right away! Origami projects include: Diamond Base Pirate's Hat Tropical
Fish Skyscraper Layered Card Sunburst And many more…
Everything you need to practice the Japanese art of paperfolding: clear instruction booklet for creating a hat, cup, pinwheel, boat, house,
fish, and more, and 24 sheets of 7 x 7 paper in 12 colors.
Easy-to-follow instructions with photos and drawings to make over 75 projects.
A great introduction to the fun world of origami
Created by an origami master, these 23 models offer a menagerie of easy-to-fold animals. Figures include birds—a cardinal, parrot, bald
eagle, and cranes—and a fox, pig, hippo, elephant, lion, and others. Diagrams illustrate every step of the folding process, and full-color
pictures depict the completed models. Internationally renowned author John Montroll has significantly increased the origami repertoire with
his original designs. Best known as the inspiration behind the single-square, no-cuts, no-glue approach, the American origami expert offers
readers meticulously developed folding sequences that allow them to create better models with fewer steps. Dover (2014) original publication.
See every Dover book in print at www.doverpublications.com
40 Sheets of Origami Paper
Full-Color Instructions for Beginners
Fun and Easy Origami Projects
Origami Birds: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
Hands-On Fun for Kids!: Origami Book with 22 Creative Games: Great for Kids and Parents
Origami Activities for Kids
Story-gami Kit
Make fun and functional origami out of your spare paper with this easy origami book. Don't dump your wastepaper into the garbage—it's time
to fold! World renowned origami artists and award-winning authors Michael G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander show you the way with
Trash Origami. This origami book presents unique and fun projects from their Origamido Studio and from some of the world's best paper
designers, including Nick Robinson, Herman Van Goubergen, and Rona Gurkewitz. The origami models are presented for the reader who
may have little or no previous folding experience, making it a great origami-for-kids book and an effective way to learn origami. However,
experienced paper folders will also be intrigued by the novel nature of the folds and the unusual materials involved. The origami designs are
made from old calendar pages, candy wrappers, envelopes, newspaper, postcards, paper grocery bags and more. The downloadable video
tutorial will make the folding process clearer and aid folders of all skill levels. Also provided is a guide to everyday materials that have the
most folding potential leaving readers inspired to design and display their very own "trash" origami. This origami book features: Full-color, 95
page instructional book 25 unique origami projects Projects from top paper folding designers Clear, step-by-step directions Paper folding
techniques and tips Accompanying downloadable instructional video Get ready to look at the contents of your wastebaskets and recycling
bins with a different sensibility. You'll never need to buy expensive origami paper again! Origami projects include: Photo Cubes Candy
Wrapper Butterflies Interlocking Flower Petals Custom-Bound Books And many more…
Includes illustrated instructions for origami projects that range from simple to challenging.
Presents instructions and step-by-step diagrams to create a variety of origami figures.
Origami paper with stunning Japanese traditional prints and fun and simple folding instructions! Amazing Origami is designed for origami
paper folders of all ages and all skill levels—from novices up to more experienced folders. It provides everything you need to create exciting
and original origami art. The gorgeous folding papers feature delicate patterns with gold detailing, recalling the one-of-a-kind traditional
designs used in the Japanese kimono fabrics from a bygone era. This origami ebook contains: A full-colored 64-page booklet Clear step-bystep instruction and diagrams 17 fun-to-do projects Downloadable folding sheets One of the wonderful aspects of origami is it's simplicity.
The paper folder needs nothing more than something to fold—no glue, no tape, no string or wire—just a piece of paper! Though the materials
are simple, origami exemplifies the ability of the human mind to solve problems and create beautiful harmony. Origami is relaxing and
peaceful, but it is also fun and exciting to discover new ways to fold paper. With Amazing Origami's simple instructions, origami beginners will
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be able to get started immediately. With the beautiful, Japanese origami paper, experienced paper folders can create unique origami art.
Origami projects include: Luna Moth Tortoise Carp Leaf Peacock Butterfly Koi Chinese Pinwheel And many more…
Accordion Folding will show kids how to start with simple accordion folds and end up with fun creations. They will learn how to make a snake,
a butterfly, a pinwheel, and more! Easy-to-follow instructions accompanied by how-to photos keep projects accessible for readers brand-new
to paper art. The captivating creations are sure to appeal to young crafters everywhere. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Paper Folding with Children
Super Cute Origami Projects for Easy Folding Fun
A Step-by-Step Introduction to the Japanese Art of Paper Folding for Kids & Adults
Origami Fun: Birds
Full-color instructions for 20 simple projects
Easy Origami Animals
Amazing Origami

Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Birds. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can make a
wise owl, an elegant swan, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun! Each project includes colorful photos and
step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an imprint
of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Over twenty fun paper folding projects for children, fully illustrated with diagrams and tips.
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Zoo Animals. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can
make a striped tiger, a silly seal, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun! Each project includes colorful photos
and step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Dinosaurs. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can
make a towering T. rex, a brave Brachiosaurus, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun! Each project includes
colorful photos and step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Insects. They will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can make
a lucky ladybug, a breezy butterfly, and more. The crafts in this book are easy and super fun! Each project includes colorful
photos and step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle
is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Folding for Fun
Traditional Japanese Folding Papers and Projects: Easy Origami for Beginners Kit: Downloadable Origami Papers Included
This Easy Origami Book Contains 25 Fun Projects and Origami How-to Instructions: Great for Both Kids and Adults!
This Easy Origami Book Contains 20 Fun Projects, Origami How-to Instructions and Downloadable Content: Great for Kids and
Parents
29 Original Paper-folding Projects: Includes Origami Book with Instructions and Downloadable Materials
20 Projects to Make Plus 100 Papers to Fold
Origami for Beginners
After readers familiarize themselves with the origami symbols and easily accessible types of paper to
use, they will follow illustrated step-by-step instructions to create fun origami arts and crafts such
as a bracelet, a piano, a sailboat, and a colorful dodecahedron. A glossary helps readers learn new
vocabulary, and a further reading section with books and websites encourages further exploration of the
topic.
This fun and creative origami kit for children aged 5-7 features 20 fascinating projects and 100 sheets
of quality origami paper for hours of folding fun. Fold lines are printed right on the illustrations,
and each activity includes a QR code link to a video tutorial.
Act out cute stories while you fold origami projects with this unique and easy origami kit. The joy in
folding origami is often found in the deceptively simple magic of transforming a single piece of paper
into a recognizable object. All too often, the steps it takes to transform paper into origami designs
can be frustrating. Story-gami Kit is an innovative new paper craft kit from world renowned origami
artists, Michael G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander who have created entire storylines around
characters Righty and Lefty and their adventures climbing mountains, going on boat rides, and hanging
out with bunnies. Each story's end results in a finished piece of origami, like an elegant butterfly, a
jumping frog or a flapping bird and allowing anyone to discover the magic in creating something
beautiful out of a simple piece of paper. Through the mnemonic of storytelling, LaFosse and Alexander
make origami paper folding easy for those with any level of skill and a whole lot of fun. The unique
method of storytelling makes this a great origam-for-kids kit and an excellent way to learn orgami. This
origami kit includes: Full color, 80-page origami book Clear step-by-step instruction and diagrams 18
fun origami projects 90 minutes of downloadable instructional video Story-gami Kit is unlike any other
origami kit. Children will love acting out the stories in the book as the fold their new origami
creations! Origami projects include: Penguin Tulip Plant With Blossom Tabletop Racing Duck Fortune
Cookie Box Kanji The Dog And many more…
Easy-to-follow instructions for over 40 different pieces: sailboat, rooster, battleship, pagoda, bird,
frog, airplane, many more. Crystal-clear text and over 275 diagrams.
Create origami boxes, bowls and containers with this easy origami book. Origami Boxes presents a
collection of origami paper craft boxes from well-known origami author and expert Florence Temko,
highlighting 24 original paper folding projects that are sure to please children and adults alike.
Origami is the ideal craft for anyone who likes to create with their hands. The paper craft projects in
this book can help you express your creativity by folding wonderful containers out of single sheets of
paper. Origami Boxes features designs for origami boxes that range from traditional to unique, simple to
complex. Each box is explained with easy-to-follow diagrams and illustrated with a photograph of the
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finished project. A section on paper folding techniques makes it easy to get started, with special tips
on how to adapt boxes to different sizes and papers. This easy origami book is sure to provide hours of
entertainment for both children and adults. This origami book contains: 64 page, full-color book 24
original origami projects Step-by-step instructions Color diagrams and pictures Paper folding guide and
tips Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your friends, to beautify your home—or as a wonderful gift
for paper craft lovers. All of the folds are simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a
great way to learn origami. None of the projects require paint or glue so just grab some origami paper
and start folding right away! Origami projects include: Classic Japanese Box Five Happiness Bowl Star
Candy Dish Money Basket Gift Envelope And many more!
Super Simple Origami
The Creative World of Paperfolding
Easy Origami for Kids: Ori + Gami and Friends. Origami Kit with Magical Book, Easy-To-Do Fun Papercraft
Projects and Step-by-Step Instructions to the Art of Paper Folding
Origami Boxes
Create Origami Using Folding Stories: Origami Book with 18 Fun Projects and Downloadable Video
Instructions
The Art of Polyhedral Paper Folding: Use Origami Math to fold Complex, Innovative Geometric Origami
Models

Modular origami is the latest craze in paper folding! These three-dimensional models are created from a number
of small pieces of paper that are easily folded and then cleverly fit together to form a spectacular shape. They
range from paper polyhedra to bristling buckyballs that are reminiscent of sea urchins—to ornate flower-like
spheres. Each piece of paper is held by the tension of the other papers—demonstrating the remarkable hidden
properties of paper, which is at the same time flexible but also strong! Author Byriah Loper has been creating
modular origami sculptures for just five years, but in that time, he's pushed the upper limits of the art form with
some of the largest, most complex geometric paper constructions ever assembled. While many geo-modular
origami artists focus on creating dense floral spheres, Byriah has pioneered the open, linear "wire frame"
approach, which results in a very complex-looking model that reveals the interior of its form. He exhibits his
sculptures annually at the Origami USA convention in New York, and was recently a featured artist at the
"Surface to Structure" exhibition at the Cooper Union gallery in the East Village. A great way to learn origami,
the easy-to-follow diagrams and step-by-step instructions in this book show you how to fold the paper
components and then assemble them to create 22 incredible models. Each model is a new challenge, and the
paper sculptures you create look fantastic on your desk or shelf!
Easy Origami for Beginners
Mind-Blowing Modular Origami
Discover the Magic of Japanese Paper Folding, Learn to Fold Your Own Paper Models
Fun with Origami
The Fun Origami Book for Kids - 14 Easy Origami Projects for Kids Fully Illustrated Step by Step, to Create
Amazing Paper Folding Animals,Games and Objects (Dover Origami Papercraft)
Origami Bugs
Origami Insects: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
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